
Policy: TE2 East of Shepherds Lane (Phase 2)

Consultee ID: 11 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 80 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

RSPBConsultee ID: 223 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The description of this site is inaccurate as development is proposed both west and east of Shepherds Lane. The RSPB OBJECTS to this proposed allocation. This will 
impact upon a population of cirl buntings exceeding national importance (resulting in the direct loss of four breeding territories and affecting the foraging range of of 
at least another seven). The proposed allocation is either within part of a County Wildlife Site identified for cirl buntings or within the Cirl Bunting Enhancement Zone. 
There is currently no firm proposal to provide and manage land to the west and north of Teignmouth to give confidence that sufficient land of existing and potential 
value for cirl buntings can be adequately safeguarded and managed to retain the area’s current importance for cirl buntings. We note that this proposal recognises 
the need to provide alternative habitat for cirl buntings but the area identified (61 ha - TE6) is to the north of Teignmouth, not to the west, and we are concerned that 
the area between Bishopsteignton and Teignmouth will not be safeguarded. Please see our comments below in relation to TE6.

The combined effects of TE1 and TE2 will be devastating for cirl buntings in this core part of their territory. The RSPB is concerned that the proposals for development 
west of Teignmouth have not been accompanied by safeguarding of the larger area between Teignmouth and Bishopsteignton, to protect the existing important cirl 
bunting population there. Please see our comments below in relation to TE6.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 376 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Teignmouth & Dawlish RamblersConsultee ID: 406 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Same objections as before.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Bishopsteignton Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 16570 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

The Parish Council has major concerns over the scale and range of this development, substantial parts of which lie in Bishopsteignton Parish. The title refers to "East 
of Shepherds lane" but the map shows development to the west as well. This would certainly be unacceptable for reasons outlined in our proposed changes to EN1 
and EN2 as well as other environmental concerns.
Similarly the development of Shepherds Lane as a significant route for vehicular access to the Higher Exeter Road is totally inappropriate (as well as highly expensive 
and impractical). Shepherds Lane is almost parallel to the existing Exeter Road a so the advantages are limited anyway. For any development in the area, access to 
Broadmeadow and Headway Cross Road would be sufficient (with a possible improved connection to New Road and the Dawlish Road)

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17460 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20387 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20388 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21231 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Shepherds Lane should not be developed as an access road from Exeter road for any new housing developments

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teignmouth Town CouncilConsultee ID: 16596 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Education
Good education is essential to the functioning of our community and the UK in enabling greater participation in society and the economy. We as a country need to 
compete in an increasingly globalised economy and high quality education provision forms a key part of this. We aim to enable younger people in Teignmouth to 
participate fully in their community and reach their full potential.

With the exception of Inverteign Community Nursery and Primary School, all primary schools at Teignmouth and in nearby Bishopsteignton and Shaldon are at 
capacity and there is limited scope to extend current provision to meet demand in
the future. Indications are that part way through the delivery of key housing sites within this plan a new primary school, requiring between 1.09 and 1.9 hectare site 
on largely level ground would be required. No potential suitable site has
currently been identified.

We will work together with DCC, TDC and schools within the town to look at the requirements for a new primary school and investigate potential sites, or other 
options. Further investigation with Devon County Council is required on this subject for the preparation of the draft Teignbridge Core Strategy plan.

It is understood that expansion of secondary education provision may also be needed to support larger growth at  Teignmouth, but that there may be sufficient site 
area at the existing secondary school campus.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Shaldon Parish CouncilConsultee ID: 16599 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Organisation
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The proposed development in these productive fields would be very clearly viewed from Shaldon and Ringmore and would also result in the loss of a great deal of 
hedgerow. We consider these proposals to be contrary to the statements made in S2 (g) on page 12: “respect the distinctive character of the local landscape, 
protecting and incorporating key environmental assets of the area, including landmarks, views, trees, hedgerows, wildlife habitats, heritage assets and skylines”.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 16601 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Teignmouth Harbour CommissionConsultee ID: 16692 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Waddeton Park LtdConsultee ID: 16885 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

Our specific comments on your proposed Teignmouth policies, using your numbering, are;

a. To allow for any changes over the plan period in demand for the type and size of both market and affordable housing this policy should be amended to read ‘Up to 
about 560 new homes…’
b. Welcomed
c. This policy should be deleted, Shepherds Lane forms a natural ridge and break in the landscape at this point and as the land to the west is not allocated for 
development there is no need to provide for a change in its character.
d. This policy can be deleted as a proper implementation of policy S2 will ensure that their residential amenity is not adversely affected, albeit their residential 
amenity will change.
e. Welcomed
f. This can be deleted as national and international policies deal with the impact of development on the habitat of protected species
g. This policy should be deleted. No planning justification has been made for this. Policy S2 requires on site provision of open space. Protected wildlife areas are 
exactly that and do not need to be spelt out in a document of this nature.
h. Delete see g in policy TE1 above.
i. Welcomed
j. Welcomed, see comments at d immediately above

Organisation
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Change To Policy:

Hallbaron LtdConsultee ID: 16967 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The East of Shepherds Lane site has been identified as a key location for housing growth in Teignmouth during the plan period. Whilst we agree that the area should 
be retained for such uses we are concerned that development at the site will be stalled, at least in the short term. Rates of bank lending, a shortfall in public sector 
funding for infrastructure and long lead in times for planning the new road link risk delaying construction at the site significantly.   In order to achieve sustainable 
levels of growth in the short to medium term it is important that the Council alters the phasing of the urban extension to allow the remaining undeveloped parcels of 
land at the West of Higher Exeter Road site (TE3) to be delivered in advance of the East of Shepherds Lane site. Site TE3 is immediately available, could provide 
approximately 290 much needed new homes, and could be delivered without the need for significant new infrastructure.

Change To Policy:

Phase 3

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17050 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

You could deliver higher levels of affordable homes by using publicly owned land in the town as delivery sites instead. Employment land is nowhere near enough to 
match housing growth in the town leading to massive amounts of outbound commuting The link road is unlikely to be viable, would not leave any revenues from NHB 
and CIL left for anything else, would be built on CPA, AGLV and County wildlife site land. Have you contacted DCC Highways, or Devon Biodiversity records Office prior 
to this consultation, notified them of your plans and discussed whether they might be feasible, or in accordance with what you are proposing, before you went to 
conusltation with this plan?

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17051 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

As in policy TE1. a) Development should not extend over the boundary into the parish of Bishopsteignton. Too large in scale without being of significant detriment to 
the natural and built environment of Teignmouth. Would put undue pressure on infrastructure without a guarantee of the road being built first. b) agree, but needs 
further definition. c) agree with the buffer principle, but don't agree with its location as it would mean excessive over development of houses which are not required 
locally. Any buffer zone needs to be set in policy as being the limit of where development ends for the entire plan period. Development should not extend over the 
boundary into the parish of Bishopsteignton. d)Agree e)Disagree with this entirely re lack of costs and viability(as above); effects on wildlife; effects on landscape and 
the possible requirement for public subsidy to achieve this. f)Disagree. Once disrupted by works wildlife, particularly birds which cannot be translocated, will 
disappear and there is no guarantee they will move to the new sites. g)Agree h)Agree i)Providing this doesn't alter watercourses and springs will not be built. 

Individual
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Feasibility studies are required, before an informed judgement can be made on this as much of the upper part of the site is in a natural spring formation zone. Building 
on springs at New Road has caused problems with displacement of water into neighbouring properties. j)Design codes need to be much more stringent in Teignmouth 
to align with the rest of what is already built in the town and blend with the surrounding landscape. Masterplanning exercises need to include this part of the valley as 
well as in TE1.

Change To Policy:

Add a Teignmouth specific design code Reduce the size of development in line with actual local need Conduct costing exercises and feasibility studies on the new 
roads to enable an informed public decision. Investigate whether any public subsidy would be required and consult with the public on this. Don't disrupt any 
designated wildlife sites to squeeze development in. Don't build upon springs. Protect boundary with Bishopsteignton Enact a policy to protect the green buffer zone 
for the entire plan period. Masterplanning exercises need to include this part of the valley as well as in TE1.

CPRE Teignbridge BranchConsultee ID: 17084 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

We have read that Councillors and others in Teignmouth are producing a detailed Plan based on this which should obviate the need for the very unattractive 
development sites TE1,TE2 and TE3. If even part of that policy of providing high levels of affordable housing  within Teignmouth is achievable then there is no reason 
why it can't be applied across the District at Newton Abbot and elsewhere to similar effect.
Can you also please answer whether,if these protections apply to assist with Planning Policy and Planning Applications,then the proposed development sites 
TE1/TE2/TE3 West of Teignmouth; KS2 Ware Barton; NA4 Milber ; NA5 Buckland Barton,all of which intrude onto the Teign Estuary,should be permitted ?
If they are please explain how this is not giving a precedent and green light for creeping development along the whole estuary ?

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17103 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The scale and location of this expansion is unacceptable. Not only is it likely to be unnecessary ( see Policy S 4 above) but also it is located on areas formerly 
designated as AGLV or Coast Protection and involves very sensitive landscapes seen from the existing urban areas and important ridge lines between Teignmouth and 
Bishopsteignton. Finally, in order to allow access to the location, it would require over a mile of expensive road improvement across even more sensitive landscapes

The proposition set out in TE 1,2 &3 should be rejected No doubt within the area a modest amount of infill could take place if done with care and consideration. If this 
results in a housing deficit then this must be made up on less sensitive locations in the District.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17107 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17240 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

TE2 a) Need affordable homes, not expensive ones (-lots of more expensive homes are avilable for sale in Moor View Drive but don't seem to sell!) -lovely small 1/2 
bed houses and flats but mixed with other more expensive ones. Please only build in small phases so all are sold before the next lot are built. Try to keep surrounding 
areas as tidy as possible during construction. We don't want Devon to be a 20 year BUILDING SITE!!!  TE2 b,c,d   agree with. TE2 e) part a) agree -see comments on 
TE1 e) TE2 e) part b) Moor View Drive Access. As a resident of Moor View Drive I strongly disagree with the proposed road link at the far end of Moor View Drive. We 
do not need to have access to the new shepherds lane road from this point. It is much better for residents to go down to the bottom of the estate and then turn up 
Headway Rise Road and up to the new road. Your proposals will make Moor View Drive into a RAT RUN! Lots of trafic will use this new access. Even trafic calming 
does not deter this. Maybe it could be made Access Only, but I am not sure of the effectiveness of this.

Change To Policy:

TE2 a) 75% affordable homes  under £150,000 TE2 e) part b) Do not have access to Shepherds Lane from Moor View Drive.

Individual

Teign Estuary TransitionConsultee ID: 17264 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Much of this phase will impinge on the natural break between Teignmouth and Bishopsteignton. The natural obstacles to widening Shepherds Lane will make this 
section of road very expensive

Change To Policy:

The development will take place to the east of Shepherds Lane

Organisation

Consultee ID: 17389 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17459 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Individual
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There should be no development here.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 17464 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

It is inadvisable to disturb Shepherds Lane.  This area is an AGLV, a historic agricultural landscape of open country, and habitat rich in a variety of wildlife, not just the 
protected cirl bunting.  There is evidence that deer have crossed these ancient hedgerows for over 1,000 years.  There is most likely a delicately balanced ecosystem 
which will be impossible to recreate in a managed environment in an enclosed valley. It is a major local amenity and would also benefit possible local businesses such 
as painting or photography holidays or horse riding, which it should be noted are also of interest to visitors.

Enclosed is a photograph of a typical cross estuary view from the fields adjoining Shepherds Lane. This lane and its adjoining fields are an AGLV and a part of the Teign 
Estuary which your Landscape Character Assessment 2009 identifies as a type of landscape that should be preserved, as a number of superb cross-estuary views are 
visible from it. As I am an artist and photographer specialising in panoramic views, any development of this area will significantly reduce the amount of material 
available to me. Even more importantly, this is a superb local amenity area and a potential basis for businesses such as riding stables which could add to the tourist 
experience. 

I also believe that the associated balanced ecosystem, which happens to include the protected cirl bunting, has taken over 1,000 years to establish and is based on a 
very old association of man and land. It is inconceivable to transplant it to a man made green space such as your extension of the Coombe Valley Nature Reserve.

I also object to this proposed extension, outlined in Section 6 paragraph 9.43. Firstly, surroundings as this are deeply unattractive to me. My son's comment, 'That's 
just like the rec.s in High Wycombe', sums it up perfectly. More practically, if this space were to be used for housing, there would be no need to use the land adjoining 
Shepherds Lane.

I do not believe that this largely low-lying man made green space is in any way a substitute for historic farmland. If a choice has to be made, the farmland has a far 
greater claim to be preserved.

I have made a preliminary sketch map of an alternative route for the link road, which I believe is a superior solution, being shorter and less steep. I have also sketched 
a thumbnail of an alternative site for housing development, with suggestions, one delightfully simple and one more involved, for integrating them into the Ian cape. I 
am not submitting them at this stage as I would prefer to avoid possible confusion with Te gnmouth Town Council's preliminary version.

Change To Policy:

a) Retain the AGLV and wildlife habitat surrounding Shepherds Lane as it is. b) Create but a small extension to the Coombe Valley Nature Reserve. c) Build a new link 
road from Broadmeadow, through a tunnel from the top north east corner of Broadmeadow, under Headway Cross and finishing in the field above the western 
border of the Lovells Estate, round the contours of Coombe Valley to Higher Exeter Road.  This avoids involvement with the sensitive AGLV and wildlife habitat, and 
keeps heavy traffic away from Inverteign Family Learning Centre and the proposed community facilities opposite it, at the top of Mill Lane. d) Use the top of Coombe 
Valley for housing, perhaps using terraces that follow the valley contours.  Reduce visual impact by retaining existing hedgerows and trees.

Individual
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Consultee ID: 17509 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 17518 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Sustainable BishopsteigntonConsultee ID: 18499 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Believe this removes food production land

Change To Policy:

Organisation

(Cllr) Newton Abbot Town CouncilConsultee ID: 18934 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Councillor

Consultee ID: 20006 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20056 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20337 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

See comments above regarding link road.  Building on greenfield land is never going to be acceptable.  Again explain what a "green buffer" is.  As a resident on the 
Lovells Estate and having bought there mainly because it is secluded and quiet I am in dread at the thought of now being next to a main road.

Change To Policy:

Use the land around Broadmeadow itself - especially that where Morrisons is to be built to create extra housing.  Make it affordable housing that only locals are 
allowed to purchase.  Use the old Swansons Land to create more housing again only for local people.  Lobby government about the amount of "holiday homes" that 
are standing empty in Teignmouth and surrounding areas for the majority of the year - use these for local people, holiday makers using them 2 or 3 weekends a year 
contribute next to nothing to the local economy anyway.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20338 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20365 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20368 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20369 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20372 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

NO NO NO MORE HOMES.  Who is buying all these homes?  Our local population is not growing to that extent.  No problem in supporting cycle routes.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20373 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20377 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20380 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20382 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Organisation
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Willos sandwich barConsultee ID: 20385 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20389 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20391 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Not enough homes being built.

Change To Policy:

Build more homes here and reduce allocation in other areas in Newton Abbot.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20392 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20399 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20404 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Huge over development,any green buffers would have to be huge to soften the visual impact. Traffic noise will disturb the large amount of wild life that exists in the 
area at present.

Change To Policy:

Leave it all alone,don'ruin a pleasant area.

Consultee ID: 20410 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This propopsal as it stands will have a major impact on the existing pleasant landscape

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20411 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

a) Too much pressure would be put on local infrastructure and existing boundaries should be maintained. b) Good architectural design is imperative with particular 
consideration to what makes Teignmouth a unique and attractive place to live. c) The 'green buffer' between Shepherd's Lane and the Lovell Estate is currently the 
width of a small field - how much smaller does it need to be to still 'soften' the visual impact? e) Please refer to my original comments regarding this road, i.e. there is 
a total absence of accurate costings and it is blatantly not financially viable. If constructed at all this option would not yield the regeneration projects that have been 
suggested. f) Alternative habitats sound great but what evidence is there to show that wildlife will return after a period of construction and ensuing disruption? i) 
Accurate costs for an Urban Drainage system and assurances that it would be effective. A natural spring runs through the entire area in question and I will cheerfully 
put you in touch with someone in the Coombe Valley area whose ground floor bathroom this passes through. They have never managed to alter the course, cannot 
get insurance and have to live with the consequences. Please give this adequate consideration. j) I noticed recently that developers suggesting design build on the 
New Road site drew attention to the fact that their was no architectural style prevalent in Teignmouth, presumably giving free reign to allowing Lego to propose a 
theme. This should be addressed in order that we do not, as a town, suffer any more architectural and unimaginative design disasters. More consultation on the 
nature of the building style, in keeping with, or enhancing the existing environment needs to take place to set a standard for future developers to refer to.

Change To Policy:

a) Too much pressure would be put on local infrastructure and existing boundaries should be maintained. b) Good architectural design is imperative with particular 
consideration to what makes Teignmouth a unique and attractive place to live. c) The 'green buffer' between Shepherd's Lane and the Lovell Estate is currently the 
width of a small field - how much smaller does it need to be to still 'soften' the visual impact? e) Please refer to my original comments regarding this road, i.e. there is 
a total absence of accurate costings and it is blatantly not financially viable. If constructed at all this option would not yield the regeneration projects that have been 
suggested. f) Alternative habitats sound great but what evidence is there to show that wildlife will return after a period of construction and ensuing disruption? a) 
Modest reduction in extent of development to meet actual need - possibly to around 450 at a rough estimate e) Conduct feasibility study into the viability of the 
proposed road and supply accurate costings to enable informed suggestions from the community. i) Accurate costs for an Urban Drainage system and assurances that 

Individual
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it would be effective. Avoid building on springs where possible.  j) More consultation on the nature of the building style, in keeping with, or enhancing the existing 
environment needs to take place to set a standard for future developers to refer to.

Consultee ID: 20421 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I agree we need affordable homes but the scale of this development is too large for Teignmouth to support. We do not need or want so many more houses. The extra 
traffic attracted would be intolerable if the road goes ahead. The destruction of the agricultural fields would be tragic, not only for the environment but for future 
generations who are going to need land to grow food. War and world wide food shortages mean that people have to grow their own food, where will they be able to 
do that if the land is built on?

Change To Policy:

Look again at the prediction that the town needs all these homes, I don't believe it does. Find alternative ways to manage the traffic without building an expensive 
new road. Future plans should be environmentally sound.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20497 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Studio 5 PhotographyConsultee ID: 20500 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

there will never be enough of the homes that are affordable. the council will only ever do the minimum number of affordable homes to accomodate the financial 
desire of the developer

Change To Policy:

the split of affordable to non affordable should be 75% to 25%

Organisation

Consultee ID: 20505 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I am not in favour of this housing area and I am definitely opposed to the road extension up to Exeter Road. This road will cut through a beautiful area pf open fields. T 
he road will destroy the environment and will encourage traffic to rattle through to join the main road, Shaldon Bridge and a through route to Torquay.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20509 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

b)560 homes are added to the 270 in TE1 in anticipation of 290 in TE3: a total of 1120 homes housing 2000 to 3000 people. Each resident will new more than a home; 
they will also need a garden, a parking space, a school, a nearby safe and open play space, somewhere to walk the dog, a convenience shop, a post office, a doctor's 
surgery, a dentist, a meeting hall, a bus stop... Such facilities take space, so either the land area should be increades, or the number of homes be reduced. Deprivation 
and social disorder may well be related to the quality of local facilities and environment.   f)Paragraph 9.26, final phrase, suggests the replacement habitat for cirl 
buntings be acquired by land acquisition and managed in perpetuity. I strongly recommend that no council be permitted to acquire or manage this land, but rather it 
should be owned and managed by an organisation such as the RSPB. Otherwise, the birds would fly in the shadow of the future danger of a council giving itself 
planning permission for development of this land. g)To minimise the disturbance to wildlife within the Coombe Valley nature reserve, the children's play space should 
be reached first, followed by or alongside an area for dog-walking, with the subsequent majority of the nature reserve being gated and restricted to allow no dogs.

Change To Policy:

b)Top end of Moorview Drive, with cycle and footpath, with traffic calming in top sections of both Moorview Drive and the connecting road within TE2.  This will 
accommodate through travel of buses, delivery vans, and bin-lorries, enable folk from the Lovell estate and the new estate to reach each other, while discouraging 
either road from being used un-necessarily. Traffic calming much further along either of these roads would make it more difficult for cars to manouvre over speed 
bumps while driving in lower gears up a steep hill. g)15 hectare extension to the Coombe Valley local nature reserve, open to the public without dogs, and the existing 
area to have public access with dogs on a leash and enhanced informal play/recreation space.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20511 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

As in S18 & TE1

Change To Policy:

As in S18 & TE1

Individual

Consultee ID: 20513 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Too many houses when evidence points to these not being required and not to cope with local need alone. Teignmouth is now taking more houses, as Dawlish's 
allocation has been reduced by the Town Council. Other towns in Teignbridge, such as Teignmouth have not had this option. This is undemocratic and not treating all 
the District's residents in an equitable manner. Has a feasibility study been undertaken on the new link road yet, as no information was included in the plan on this. 
Residents cannot be expected to make an informed decision without this information. Will a public subsidy be required to fund any of the additional infrastructure 

Individual
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required to cope with the proposed development? Taxpayers cannot be expected to pay one penny extra for this development the majority of residents do not need, 
or want.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20516 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

No evidence has been provided in the Teignmouth section of the document, as to why the housing has to destroy green fields here rather than go on brownfield land, 
or be allocated to other parts of the district. Why did Dawlish get a say in reducing its housing numbers, but no other town in Teignbridge did? This is undemocratic. 
Are Dawlish's taxpayers worthy of democratic choice, but otehr towns not? Housing targets have been totally overstated and need to be re-assessed in light of both 
actual in-migration and lower economic growth projections. Teignbridge is still working to economic boom period, RSS stretch targets which are not realistically 
deliverable without destroying the essence of what makes the area unique. Why have no costings been included on the massive amount of infrastructure required to 
support the proposed development? We taxpayers are not able to make an informed choice until this information is provided.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20518 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20542 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20653 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

1. Road infrastructure needs to be addressed- try getting through Teignmouth in the summer; try driving up to Combe valley estate any time; try exiting from New 
Road onto Dawlish Road. The proposed new road will only serve the new houses-can't see how it will benefit Bitton Park Road.

2. A health centre with parking is needed. At the moment people pay to park when visiting the doctors in antiquated buildings. Two weeks or more is the waiting time 

Individual
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to see a doctor for a routine visit at the present time.
 
3. Is there enough amenity land allocated for such a large increase in the population? Teignmouth  badly needs an indoor swimming pool. The land at the end of New 
Road would have made an excellent location for new sports amenities and health centre.

4. The strategy should emphasise no high rise (ie. 3 storey buildings) in high visibility areas. The St. Lukes development was a disaster for the sky-line of Teignmouth. 
There should also be at least two parking spaces per household.

5. Parking is a problem in the town-not just in the summer. More is needed. 

6. Good to see some green infrastructure around developments. Why does it not run from Higher Exeter Road to Dawlish Road and the edges of TEl,TE2, and TE3? 
Once green space goes it can't be taken back.

7. We live in a lovely location and I hope this strategy is accepted in order that we are not dictated to by developers.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20722 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

TE2 does not appear to have been really thought through, particularly on the western side of the proposed road.  The housing line neither follows fields, nor contours, 
but seems to be a simple straight line drawn in.  I would favour ONLY the one field, or possibly two fields, in the bottom right of this development.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20728 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The whole concept of development set out in TE1, TE2 and TE3 shares a need to improve access as described in 9.15. This highway is described in 9.15 as uncosted 
and might be impractical. I find no proper environmental assessment work has taken place but even a  cursory inspection of the land shows a very steep road rising 
from effectively sea level to approximately 240 m would be required. This would be far steeper than the present roads down into Teignmouth.   The road would not 
only be therefore very costly but with the large scale engineering works required be visually intrusive into the valuable setting of the the valley as a whole. Without a 
proper environmental assessment it is impractical for the Plan to describe modestly and perhaps misleadingly a widening of Shepherds Lane when any inspection 
would reveal an ancient lane probably with preserved hedgerows very steeply graded with in modern terms poor sight lines and junctions. The development cannot 
take place without access and the present proposal is both damaging and probably impractical.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20732 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20819 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Why do we need to build 15,000 new homes in Teignbridge and who are they for? Current demand is for 3,000.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• Should there be a stated commitment to a Local Open Break "Kingsteignton Bishopsteignton - Teignmouth"?
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20820 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

We believe the proposals set out in Plan Teignbidge:

• Represent considerable over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage further development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• Call for extensive development on the western side of Teignmouth and would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A 381 with associated noise and air pollution 
problems. It would reduce the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• Intends that a new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road be built which would be very costly and possibly give rise to further development 

Individual
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projects. 
• Would compromise the Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge by the building development plans.
• Have a detrimental effect on Tourism in the surrounding area. The rural nature of the area,
beautiful coastline and rivers are the very reasons why people come to visit the region.
• Do not take into account existing 'brown field' and available sites situated closer into town centres where existing amenities and businesses are present. 
• Do not allow for the pressure and strain on local services.

Please give due consideration to our comments and those of many of the local residents and take the opportunity to revise the plan before its too late.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 20824 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

I believe the proposals in Plan Teignbridge:

• Represent over-development, some new homes are necessary but not on the scale proposed.
• Would encourage development in areas that are currently protected e.g. Coastal Preservation Area/Great Landscape Value Area. The new proposals provide 
insufficient protection of these areas.
• The proposals for mass development on the western side of Teignmouth would exacerbate traffic congestion along the A381 and poor air quality. It would reduce 
the quality of life for people living in the area and the development would breach the current settlement boundary with Bishopsteignton.
• The proposed new link road from Teignmouth Road to Higher Exeter Road would be very costly.
• Wildlife Sites in the whole of Teignbridge could be compromised by buildings.
• Have a detrimental effect on tourism in the area; our green spaces, beautiful coastline and rivers are reasons why tourists visit.

Please use this opportunity to revise the plan taking into account the comments I have made.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20837 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

i would like to say that i have serious concerns about the plan for teignmouth. of course i understand that more homes need to be built in this area, that teignmouth 
has to take its fair share of this need. but i feel that this development should take place along existing main routes and not be based on the building of a new main 
road up along broadmeadow and following the route of shepherds lane. for instance has the possibility of  further development along the dawlish road been explored 
? also along the main road towards bishopsteignton ?  for this reason i would agree with further development up off the exeter road. also i am in agreement of the 
development of sites within the main part of teignmouth, now that flood defence works are under way.

Individual
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the main reason i am against the development of the broadmeadow valley and further up above headway cross is because this is a uniquely beautiful piece of 
countryside, and i do not believe i am alone in thinking this. john keats the famous english poet used to walk here i believe when he was visiting his sick brother in 
teignmouth, it was his favourite walk. i  think it would be tragic if this countryside between west teignmouth and bishopsteignton were spoiled (for ever) by building 
development. shepherds lane is a favourite for walkers, i always pass them as i drive up that way out of teignmouth (I live in mill lane). and the thought of that 
beautiful stretch of road including the top that goes through beech trees before joining the exeter road, being spoiled by a major road link, feels utterly disheartening. 
why would we want to ruin such a beautiful piece of countryside for ever, when there is the opportunity to build along existing main routes ? 
one argument that is put forward is that such a route taking traffic (a long way) round the centre of teignmouth would take the pressure off the bitton park road. i do 
not agree with this argument, more roads always spells more traffic and would not alleviate the traffic in bitton park road one iota in my opinion. 
this is the essence of what i want to express. of course the morrisons superstore is now a fait accompli, and although i personally think we have quite enough 
supermarkets in this area i accept that the store will bring benefits to the area. but i think development of the broadmeadow valley should stop there and we should 
protect the rest of the valley and the shepherds lane area as a precious landscape and wildlife resource for future generations.
by the way i am in favour of the development of a marina at polly steps.
one final thought - if this development of the broadmeadow valley and above headway cross does get the go-ahead, how will the residents of mill lane be protected 
from that road being used as a short-cut towards the headway cross development ? mill lane is already a problem for traffic,  it is a single lane road for much of its 
length because of residential parking, what is now a difficult enough situation would then become quite a nightmare. the only solution i could think of is if there is an 
electronically controlled barrier at the top where it reaches headway cross, that could only be raised by residents of mill lane. notices such as "access only for 
residents of mill lane" would surely be ignored.

Change To Policy:

i would say if absolutely necessary develop along the broadmeadow valley and west of the higher exeter road, plus sites in the town. but protect shepherds lane and 
the countryside around it and don't make it into a major road. that would be tragic in my opinion

Consultee ID: 20839 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

see comments to TE1

Change To Policy:

Add a Teignmouth specific design code  Reduce the size of development in line with actual local need in  Teignmouth  Conduct costing exercises and feasibility studies 
on the new roads to  enable an informed public decision. Investigate whether any public  subsidy would be required and consult with the public on this.  Don't disrupt 
any designated wildlife sites to squeeze development  in.  Don't build upon springs.  Protect boundary with Bishopsteignton  Enact a policy to protect the green buffer 
zone for the entire plan  period.  Masterplanning exercises need to include this part of the valley as  well as in TE1.

Individual

Consultee ID: 20840 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 20846 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Same as TE1

Change To Policy:

same as TE1

Individual

Consultee ID: 20865 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20949 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20963 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 20964 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21002 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21038 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21043 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

a. is in the wrong place, your selection of locations for residential development is surreal in the extreme.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21045 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21047 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21061 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I BELEIVE ANY CONSTRCUTION EAST OF SHEPHERDS LANE BACKING ONTO THE LOVELL ESTATE WILL REDUCE THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR THE CURRENT 
RESIDENTS.NOISE WILL INCREASE, LOCAL WILDLIFE WILL BE DISRUPTED, AND A PROBABLE LOSS OF PRIVACY ARE ALL LIKELY IF NOT INNEVETABLE CONSEQUENCES IF 
THE DEVOLOPMENT GOES AHEAD.AS THE SITE IS ON A HILL WHICH MY PROPERTY IS AT THE BOTTOM OF, THERE MUST ALSO BE CONIDERED THE LOSS OF PROVISION 

Individual
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OF NATURAL SOAKAWAY IN THE LAND, WHICH COULD LEAD TO FLOODING ISSUES.I WOULD OBJECT ANY FORMAL PLANNING PROPOSALS ON THIS INDIVIDUAL SITE.

Change To Policy:

I UNDERSTAND THERE IS A NEED FOR MORE HOUSING, AND SUPPORT IT IN APPROPRITE NUMBERS, IN THE RIGHT LOCATION, SURVEYED AND CONSTRUCTED 
APPROPRAITELY SO AS NOT TO BE TO THE DETRIMENT OF EXISTING RESIDENTS IN TEIGNMOUTH.I WOULD WELCOME ALONG WITH OTHER RESIDENTS THE CHANCE 
TO ASSESS ALTERNATE PLANS.I REJECT THE CURRENT PROPOSAL.

Consultee ID: 21063 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21069 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The green buffer is far too small and the impact on the Lovell estate and those facing it on the other side of the valley will be appalling. See previous comments about 
the roads. Primary schools will be adversely affected by the increase in traffic.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21071 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Over development.  Encroaches Bishopsteignton parish/land

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21092 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21104 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This is development creep/sprawl.  I am against new housing on green field sites in the Teignmouth area.  Better to priorities existing amenities first.  Better to rejig 
and make better use of existing brownfield sites for housing within Teighmouth, rather than eat away at green field sites.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21108 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This proposed development includes part of Bishopsteignton Parish. I have not seen anywhere a consultation with residents of Bishopsteignton about this enormous 
and inappropriate development. This would encroach upon the coastal preservation area and areas of great landscape value, and this is also related to the need for 
breaks between Kingsteignton - Bishopsteignton - Teignmouth as previously mentioned. This would damage valuable landscape and remove the integrity of village 
boundaries creating the start of one large town - perhaps you might like to call it Kingsbishopsteignmouth??

Change To Policy:

development should not cross the Bishopsteignton parish boundary there will be no building in the coastal preservation area or area of great landscape value

Individual

Consultee ID: 21109 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

The development of a new road is ill concieved and given the terrain extremely expensive and will do little to reduce congestion on the A380 or in Teignmouth These 
development plans encroach on land in the Coastal Preservation Area and land in Bishopsteignton Parish. They will carry housing developments over the skyline and 
damage a valued landscape and will havbe a material effect on biodiversity affecting habitats of the Cirl bunting and the extremely rare ladies slipper orchid

Change To Policy:

The proposalds from Teignmouth Town council should be substituted

Individual

Consultee ID: 21112 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I cannot believe it would enhance the area.  560 homes is far too many.  This will ruin Teignmouth, part of it's charm is the fact it becomes farm land so quickly.  It jus 
goes to show how the council do not understand Teignmouth or what it needs.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21113 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

c) The proposed link road seems unrealistic and it is noted it is unlikely to be completed even in the twenty year plan. The new housing could end up being isolated 
from the rest of Teignmouth as even widening Shephards Lane together with Headway Cross Road leads to a bottleneck. The only vehicular access to and from the 
town will be via the A381 Teignmouth Road further increasing the problems in Bitton Road.

Change To Policy:

The proposed development TE2 be removed together with widening Shephards Lane as this will cause excessive vehicular movements.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21116 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

I srongly oppose this as vast and unnecessary overdevelopment.  The road will totally ruin the rural area that it cuts through, thus irrevocably damaging the landscape 
and environment that both residents and visitors hold in such high regard.  This is a rural and seaside area not an urban sprawl!

Change To Policy:

This is an unnecessary and damaging road, and overdevelopment in terms of housing.  How many houses are actually required?  Can more be done in utilising existing 
unlived-in houses.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21118 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21120 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21122 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Individual
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Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21130 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21131 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This housing is in the worst possible place, any GCSE in geography will tell you the differences in using greenfield and brownfield sites. The urban sprawl away from 
the centre is not necessery and added crime and social problems imported from other areas of the country risks our 'gem' status.  I have no opinion on the extension 
of the nature reserve however.

Change To Policy:

Reduce the 55 new homes a year target to 20, and remove the word new, as disused properties & land can be used instead. This level of new build in the area is 
unneccessary, a cursary look at the local paper, rightmove, and stagnent house prices tells you there are no chronic housing shortages for either 'affordable' or 
'unaffordable' housing.

Individual

Consultee ID: 21134 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21144 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

again this land is a beautiful area, of significant interest to wildlife and people alike, FIND SOMEWHERE ELSE TO BUILD, dont kill off our rural / semi rural retreats!

Change To Policy:

find somewhere else! teignbridge is a huge area, there has to be a better plan than this somewhere!

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21164 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21208 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

is there a need to extend within this coastal preservation zone?  where are the jobs for the people in these houses?

Change To Policy:

leave the land green; build on brown field sites or renovate existing empty homes

Individual

Consultee ID: 21220 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Development near to ridge lines will undermine previous Coastal Protection policies and give our rural county a very urbanised look.  The town of Teignmouth will not 
be able to cope with the additional increase in population and will be unsustainable.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21223 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21235 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Organisation
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PCL Planning LtdConsultee ID: 21236 Agent:

Policy Support:

Policy Response:

On initial inspection this policy appears to be reasonable – but on closer analysis some of the aspirations of this policy warrant clearer clarification and justification. In 
particular the following questions are raised:

- However laudable the aspiration what is the planning justification for increasing vocational skills training at Teignmouth?

- The new link road is a sensible aspiration in principle – but the route depicted is not achievable in practice (due to engineering and viability constraints). The 
suggested alignment should be amended to reflect these constraints.

- What is the new marina facility proposed at Polly Steps and who will pay and maintain this?

- What enhanced swimming pool facilities are proposed?

- How will the ‘Cirl Bunting Reserve’ be acquired? Set up and maintained?

We support the regeneration of the Brunswick Street area as set out in #9.13 and the uses identified in Policy TE4a. We believe it is essential that if regeneration is to 
be secured in this area it is done as part of a comprehensive package.

It is also unclear how this relates to the Neighbourhood Plan currently in preparation. This plan should not simply ‘reflect’ the aspirations of the draft Neighbourhood 
Plan but should be properly planned and justified.

Change To Policy:

Organisation

Consultee ID: 21252 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21312 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

When I first arrived here I predicted the extension of building beyond the current boundary of the Lovell Estate.  It looked like an obvious solution to the need for 
more housing.   I support this plan and the protective measures mentioned in this policy to soften any visual impact.  I strongly support road widening at the top of 

Individual
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Mill Lane, beside the school, towards Headway Cross and down Headway Cross Road.  I accept road widening is necessary up Shepherds Lane to access the housing 
site.  Beyond that point Shepherds Land could remain relatively narrow with improved passing places in order to remain sensitive to the character of those country 
lanes.

Change To Policy:

Consultee ID: 21397 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Strongly disagree with this section. This impacts on the parish of Bishopsteignton, its character, landscape, wellbeing to residents with alarming implications for 
wildlife. It is also eating into land which should possibly be used for sustainable food production. We should be proud of having the Cirl Bunting within Teignbridge and 
not disturbing the population in any way whatsoever.

Change To Policy:

Delete the section

Individual

Consultee ID: 21257 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21262 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21279 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

NO NO NO stop the sprawl and earting into the natural breaks betwen Teignmiouth and Bishop etc - preserve the coast and countryside preservation areas!

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21283 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21287 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Once again Teignmouth does not have the infastructure to support this proposal. There is no point in simply building houses and hoping we can cope. Teignmouth is 
working at full capacity and doesn't need extra housing.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21291 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Please see previous comments.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21294 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21300 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

See above

Change To Policy:

Individual

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21302 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

I support all the suggestions ( a)- e).   The 2 lowest Shepherds Lane fields, closest to Headway Cross, are not visible from the town, the Back Beach or Shaldon so 
building here would have minimal visual/landscape impact.  A green buffer towards the western edge would indeed soften the visual impact of building upon the 
higher land.  Housing built on this area of land and the Broadmeadow/Headway Cross area would go a long way towards addressing Teignmouth's long term housing 
needs and I do not believe there is an acceptable alternative, given the topography and landscape character of Teignmouth.  The only alternative would be to accept 
only minimal housing development for the town which would mean very little for regeneration, jobs and economic growth.  Because I want Teignmouth to prosper, 
develop and have a future I favour significant development on this, the western side of the town. In other subsections above, I have explained my view that 
Shepherds Lane should only be widened significantly to the point that new development ceases.  Once traffic is reduced by most vehicles passing into the housing 
developments, the higher sections of Shepherds Lane should be narrower, if possible, with more passing places, both to reduce cost and to preserve the beauty and 
natural character of the higher lanes towards Exeter Rd. I do support a widened Headway Cross Road and also a wider top lane section of Mill Lane, beside Inverteign 
School.  This area is far too narrow and dangerous to safely support traffic to and from the school.  These roads currently form a hazardous `rat-run'.  If widened, 
public bus services could link up and loop round from Mill Lane to Moor View Drive & Commbe Vale Rd. This would be ideal to improve access to the schools and to 
facilitate public transport to the new housing developments.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21314 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21316 Agent:

Policy Support: No opinion

Policy Response:

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21325 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

Again, only conditional support - same comments as for TE1.

Change To Policy:

Individual
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Consultee ID: 21331 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

Yes. I believe extension of the Lovell estate west of Shepherds Lane is sensible, but development should stop at Shepherds Lane as this provides a natural boundary 
line for Teignmouth.  The valley between Shepherds Land and Bishopsteignton creates an important distinction between the village of Bishopsteignton and the town 
of Teignmouth and this will be lost if we allow development to encroach East of Shepherds Lane.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21336 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

i believe that building on this area would be the start of the end of the green belt between teignmouth and bishopsteignton

Change To Policy:

surely there must be brown sites to build on rather than consume our precious countryside and endanger rare wildlife that inhabit this area

Individual

Consultee ID: 21337 Agent:

Policy Support: No

Policy Response:

This is over-development, without a demonstrable need for so many new homes.

Change To Policy:

Individual

Consultee ID: 21583 Agent:

Policy Support: Yes

Policy Response:

We own 45 acres of land at Headway Cross and Shepherds Lane.  Our land is on the West side of Shepherds Lane.  For ease of identification, we attach a map with our 
fields outlined in red. 

The Teignmouth map provided in the draft Core Strategy has shaded a portion of our fields with the colour used to identify proposed residential land on both sides of 
Shepherds Lane.  Confusingly, land to both the East and the West of the road is described as being to the `East of Shepherds Lane’.  Our land also bears a logo 
indicating the proposal for homes.

If the draft Core Strategy is suggesting residential development on parts of our fields, we wish to indicate our willingness to make all or parts of our land available for 

Individual
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this purpose.  We are also prepared to co-operate with the road-widening proposal for Shepherds Lane should it prove necessary for work to encroach into our land.  
We could also make land available for alternative habitat for the protected species of Cirl Bunting. 

We have had discussions with the Dawe Trust which owns land to the East of Shepherds Lane and with Strategic Land Partnership (SLP) which currently promotes the 
Dawe Trust land.  We have indicated our willingness to co-operate with their efforts to facilitate residential development upon the Dawe Trust land.

Change To Policy:
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